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Information 

Release Title: Santa Clause    -   08th December 1995 (United Kingdom)  

Publication:  
Origin: United States, Canada 
Release date: United States, Canada  –  11th November  1994  

AKA: Also known as: Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas 

Genres: Comedy, Drama, Family, Fantasy 

Disc Nos. 1-3 

Certification:   U 

Duration: 1hr  37m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English, Spanish 

Filming locations:17 Chisholm Street, Oakville, Ontario, Canada (Scott's house) 

Sound mix: Dolby Digital  

 Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 

 

 

 

 

ISBN: 8717418137748 

             

REF: 273 

 

 

 



 

1. Title:  Santa Clause 

Storyline  
Scott Calvin is a marketing director for a toy company in Lakeside, Illinois. A divorced father, he prepares to spend 

Christmas Eve with his son Charlie. Scott wants Charlie to maintain his belief in Santa Claus, despite not believing 

himself. Scott's ex-wife Laura and her psychiatrist husband Dr Neil Miller both stopped believing in Santa at a young 

age, and they feel it is time for Charlie to do the same. 

 

Following an uneventful evening at Denny's (after Scott accidentally burned the dinner at home), Scott and Charlie are 

awakened that night by a noise on the roof. In his investigation, Scott startles Santa Claus who is on the roof, who then 

slips, falls off the roof, and is left unconscious in the snow below. Santa’s dead body vanishes, leaving behind a red 

suit and business card stating that if anything were to happen to the man, put on the suit and the reindeer will know 

what to do. Scott and Charlie are surprised to find Santa’s sleigh and reindeer on the roof. At Charlie's request, Scott 

reluctantly dons the suit and spends the rest of the night delivering gifts before the reindeer take them to the North 

Pole. 

 

The head elf, Bernard, explains that by putting on the dead man’s suit, Scott is subject to a legal technicality known as 

"The Santa Clause", and has accepted all of the late Santa's duties and responsibilities. Bernard gives Scott eleven 

months to get his affairs in order before reporting back to the North Pole on Thanksgiving. Confused and 

overwhelmed, Scott changes into the pyjamas provided to him and falls asleep. 

 

The next morning, Scott awakes in his own bed and believes the previous night's events were a dream, but realizes he 

is still wearing the pyjamas given to him. Charlie, recalling what had happened, is convinced that his father is the new 

Santa Claus, and his proud expression of this arouses disbelief and concern in Laura, Neil, and the school staff. Scott, 

not wanting to destroy Charlie's newfound enthusiasm, asks him to keep their North Pole trip a secret. Over the next 

year, Scott undergoes a drastic and inexplicable transformation; he gains an extraordinary amount of weight and 

develops an increased fondness for sweets, particularly milk and cookies. He develops a thick white beard that 

instantly regrows after shaving, and his hair turns white in spite of attempts to dye it. During a meeting with his 

company, Scott is angered at a proposal to advertise a toy military tank by showing Santa riding it. He also begins to 

recount 'naughty' and 'nice' children by name when he sees them. After Laura and Neil witness children wanting to sit 

on Scott's lap at Charlie's soccer game, they assume Scott is deliberately misleading Charlie and decide to have a judge 

suspend Scott's visitation rights. On Thanksgiving night, a devastated Scott goes to Laura and Neil's house to see 

Charlie one last time. Charlie, desperate to help Scott realize how important he is to the children of the world, shows 

Scott a magical snow globe that Bernard had given him, finally convincing Scott that he really is Santa. When Laura 

and Neil allow Scott a minute to talk to Charlie alone, Bernard appears and transports him and Charlie to the North 

Pole. Thinking Scott has kidnapped Charlie, Laura and Neil call the police. 

 

Scott sets out to deliver gifts with Charlie in tow. Upon arriving at Laura and Neil's home, Scott is arrested inside the 

house while Charlie waits for him in the sleigh. The elves send a team to break him out of jail. Scott returns Charlie to 

his house and insists he spend Christmas Eve with Laura and Neil. His heartfelt speech to Charlie about the 

importance of everyone in the family convinces Laura and Neil that he is Santa. Laura burns the court documents 

suspending Scott's visitation rights, and tells Scott he can visit anytime. Bernard appears and tells Charlie that any time 

he shakes his magical snow globe, his father will appear. Before leaving, Scott gives Laura and Neil the two Christmas 

presents that they never got as children, which had caused their disbelief in Santa. Scott's take-off from the roof proves 

his identity to the police and a crowd of witnesses outside the house. 

 

Shortly after Scott leaves, Charlie summons him back with the snow globe and Laura agrees to let Charlie go with 

Scott in the sleigh to finish delivering the presents. 

 

Quick Storyline  

Scott Calvin is disgusted to learn that his ex-wife, Laura, and her husband, Neil, have tried and failed to break it easy 

to their 6-year-old son, Charlie, that Santa Claus isn't real. On Christmas Eve, Scott reads "The Night Before 

Christmas" and then receives an unexpected visitor on his roof. When Santa is startled by Scott's calling out and falls 

off, he disappears, leaving only an 8-reindeer sleigh and a suit with instructions to put it on if he's involved in an 

accident. Scott does so and is transported around the town dropping gifts through chimneys until he's taken to the 

North Pole and informed by a group, who claim they're elves, that he is now Santa. Charlie is proud of Scott's new job, 



though he's convinced it was a dream. Then his hair turns white, his beard refuses to stay shaved, he gains weight 

inexplicably, and he has a sudden love of junk food. Now he's accepted it, there's just one problem: how to keep it a 

secret from his disbelieving family. IMDb 

 

Cast                                            
Tim Allen as Scott Calvin / Santa Claus 

Eric Lloyd as Charlie Calvin 

Wendy Crewson as Laura Miller 

Judge Reinhold as Dr Neil Miller 

David Krumholtz as Bernard The Head Elf 

Paige Tamada as Judy The Elf 

Peter Boyle as Mr. Whittle 

Larry Brandenburg as Detective Nunzio 

Jayne Eastwood as Judy the Waitress 

Kenny Vadas as the E.L.F.S. Leader 

Chris Benson as Fireman O'Hara 

Mary Gross as Ms. Daniels 

Joyce Guy as Principal Compton 

Judith Scott as Susan Perry 

Tabitha Lupien as Ballet Girl 

Lachlan Murdoch as Fax Kid 

John Pasquin as Santa #6 

Steve Vinovich as Dr Pete Novos 

Frank Welker as Reindeer (voice) 

Kerrigan Mahan as Reindeer (voice) 

Bob Dermer as Puppet Punch 

Nina Keogh as Puppet Judy 

Melissa King as Sara 

Steve Lucescu as Santa Claus, who Scott accidentally kills, and must take his place. (Uncredited). Wiki 

 

 

 

Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:Atp  Australia:G  Brazil:Livre  Canada:G  Canada:G (Quebec)  Finland:S  France:Tous publics  Germany:0 (bw)  Iceland:L  India:U  

Ireland:G  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:U  Netherlands:AL  New Zealand:G  Norway:A (1995, cinema rating)  Peru:Apt  Philippines:PG (self-

applied)  Poland:7 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/6  Russia:6+  Saudi Arabia:G  Singapore:PG  South Africa:A (self-applied)  South Korea:All  

Spain:T  Sweden:Btl  Turkey:G  United Kingdom:U  United States:PG (No. 33423)  United Arab Emirates:FAM (self-applied)  Vietnam:P 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore - None , Profanity- Mild,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- None,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -None 

 
MPAA Rated PG for a few crude moments 
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Information 

Release Title: Santa Clause  2  -   29th November 2002 

                                                                              (United Kingdom)  

Publication:  
Origin: United States, Canada 
Release date: United States,–  27th October 2002 (Premiere) 

                      Canada              01st November 2002  

AKA: Also known as: Santa Clause 2 

Genres: Comedy, Drama, Family, Fantasy 

Disc Nos. 1-3 

Certification:   U 

Duration: 1hr  44m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English 

Filming locations: Vancouver School Board, Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Canada  

Sound mix: DTS, Dolby Digital, SDDS 

 Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 

 

 

 

 

 

ISBN:  

             

 



2. Title:  Santa Clause 2 

Storyline  
Eight years have passed since Scott Calvin took on the mantle of Santa Claus. Head Elf Bernard and Curtis, the 

Keeper of the Handbook of Christmas, inform Scott that there is another clause — the "Mrs. Clause". Scott is now 

pressed to get married before the next Christmas Eve or the clause will be broken and he will stop being Santa forever. 

At the same time, Abby the Elf delivers even more distressing news: Scott's teenage son Charlie is on the naughty list, 

due to having vandalized his school to get attention. Scott must return to his home to search for a wife and set things 

right with Charlie. He brings this up when visited by the Council of Legendary Figures, consisting of Mother Nature, 

Father Time, Cupid, the Easter Bunny, the Tooth Fairy, and the Sandman. To cover for Santa's prolonged absence, 

Curtis helps Scott create a life-sized animatronic Santa clone, much to Bernard's horror. However, at Santa's request, 

Bernard reluctantly plays along with the ordeal, and tells the other elves that Santa had a makeover, so they will not 

question the double's synthetic appearance. 

 

Because of the impending end of his contract, Scott undergoes a "de-Santafication process" that gradually turns him 

back into Scott Calvin. He has a limited amount of magic to help him. Scott returns home to his former wife Laura, her 

husband Neil, their six-year-old daughter Lucy, and Charlie. He and Charlie face the ire of school principal Carol 

Newman when Charlie defaces the lockers. 

 

At the North Pole, Toy Santa follows the rulebook too literally and begins to think that everyone in the world is 

naughty because of their small mistakes. As a result, Toy Santa takes over the North Pole using giant toy soldiers he 

made himself and unveils his plan to the elves to give lumps of coal to the world. Bernard exposes Toy Santa as a 

fraud, and Toy Santa places him under house arrest. 

 

After a few failed dates, Scott finds himself falling for Carol. He accompanies her in a horse-drawn sleigh to the 

faculty Christmas party, during which she confesses she used to believe in Santa as a child, until she was forced to 

stop doing so by her parents after fighting with children who told her Santa was not real. Using a little of his Christmas 

magic, Scott enlivens the otherwise dull party by presenting everyone with their childhood dream gifts. He makes a 

special presentation to Carol, and, with his last remnant of magic, wins her over and they kiss under mistletoe. 

However, when Scott attempts to explain to her that he is Santa, she believes that he is mocking her childhood, and 

throws him out. Later, Charlie is upset about Scott dating his principal and he confesses how hard it is for him that 

Scott is never around like other fathers, and reveals the pressure he is under to conceal the secret that his father is 

Santa. Lucy manages to convince Charlie not to be mad at him, which leads Charlie to convince Carol that Scott is 

Santa by showing her the magic snow globe he received during Scott's initial transformation. 

 

Curtis flies in to tell Scott about Toy Santa's plan. However, Scott has used up the last of his magic wooing Carol, and 

cannot return to the North Pole. With help from the Tooth Fairy, Scott and Curtis manage to get back, only for Toy 

Santa to find them and tie them up. Charlie and Carol spring them free by summoning the Tooth Fairy to fly them to 

the North Pole. Scott goes after Toy Santa, who has already left with the sleigh, riding Chet, a rambunctious reindeer-

in-training, and they both crash back into the village. With an army of elves, Carol, Bernard, Charlie, and Curtis lead 

them into a snowball fight to overthrow the toy soldiers. Toy Santa is defeated and reduced to a six-inch height, Scott 

marries Carol in a ceremony presided over by Mother Nature, Scott transforms back into Santa and Carol transforms 

into Mrs. Claus, and Christmas proceeds as it always has. Scott and Charlie reveal the truth to Lucy about Scott being 

Santa Claus, promising to keep his secret. 

 

Quick Storyline: Scott Calvin has been Santa Claus for the past eight years, and his loyal elves consider him the best 

Santa ever. But he's got problems, such as a mysterious weight loss, and then he discovers that his son, Charlie, has 

landed on this year's naughty list. Desperate to help him, Scott heads back home, putting a substitute Santa in charge 

of the North Pole. But when the substitute institutes some strange redefinition of naughty and nice that put Christmas 

at risk, Scott must return with a new bag of magic to save Christmas. — Walt Disney Pictures IMDb 

 

Cast                                            
Tim Allen as Scott Calvin / Santa Claus / Toy Santa 

Elizabeth Mitchell as Principal Carol Newman 

Wendy Crewson as Laura Miller 

Judge Reinhold as Dr. Neil Miller 

Liliana Mumy as Lucy Miller 



David Krumholtz as Bernard The Head Elf 

Eric Lloyd as Charlie Calvin 

Spencer Breslin as Curtis The Elf 

Danielle Woodman as Abby The Elf 

Aisha Tyler as Mother Nature 

Peter Boyle as Father Time 

Jay Thomas as Easter Bunny 

Kevin Pollak as Cupid 

Art LaFleur as Tooth Fairy 

Michael Dorn as Sandman 

Molly Shannon as Tracy 

 

Reindeer voice cast 
Bob Bergen as Comet 

Kath Soucie as Chet. Wiki 

 

 

 

Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:Atp  Australia:G  Austria:0  Brazil:Livre  Canada:G (Canadian Home Video rating)  Finland:K-3  Finland:S  France:Tous publics  

Germany:0  Iceland:L  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:U  Mexico:A  Netherlands:AL  Norway:A (2002, cinema rating)  Peru:Apt  Philippines:G  

Portugal:M/6  Russia:0+  Singapore:PG  South Africa:A (self-applied)  South Korea:All  Spain:A  Sweden:7  Switzerland:0 (canton of Geneva)  

Switzerland:6 (canton of the Grisons)  United Kingdom:U  United States:TV-G  United States:G (NO. 39345) 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore - None , Profanity- None,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- None,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -None 

 
MPAA Rated PG for a few crude moments 

                   

 

 

 

 

Soundtrack 
No. Title Writer(s) Length 

1. "Everybody Loves Christmas" Eddie Money & Ronnie Spector 4:02 

2. "Santa Claus Lane" Hilary Duff 2:42 

3. "Santa's Got a Brand New Bag" SHeDAISY 3:08 

4. "Jingle Bells" Brian Setzer 2:21 

5. "Run Rudolph Run" Chuck Berry 2:43 

6. "Zat You Santa Claus?" Louis Armstrong 2:50 

7. "Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town" Smokey Robinson & the Miracles 1:50 

8. "Blue Holiday" The Shirelles 3:20 

9. "Unwritten Christmas" Unwritten Law and Sum 41 3:52 

10. "I'm Gonna Lasso Santa Claus" Brenda Lee 2:16 

11. "Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town" Steve Tyrell 2:09 

12. "North Pole (Score)" George S. Clinton 2:20 

Total length: 33:33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scroll Down for Santa Clause 3… 
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Information 

Release Title: Santa Clause  3  -   24th November 2006 

                                                                              (United Kingdom)  

Publication:  
Origin: United States, Canada 
Release date: United States,–  03rdth November 2006 (Premiere) 

                      Canada              03rd  November 2006  

AKA: Also known as: Santa Clause 3 The Escape Clause 

Genres: Adventure, Comedy, Drama, Family, Fantasy 

Disc Nos. 1-3 

Certification:   U 

Duration: 1hr  37m 

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English 

Filming locations: Downey Studios - 12214 Lakewood Boulevard, 

Downey, California, USA(Studio) 

Sound mix: DTS, Dolby Digital, SDDS 

Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 

 

 

 

 

 

ISBN:  

             

 

 



3. Title:  Santa Clause 3 

Storyline  
Twelve years have passed since Scott Calvin took on the mantle of Santa Claus and married Carol Newman, who is 

now a teacher in the North Pole. On Christmas Eve, she tells a group of young elves a story from her life with Scott 

while expecting their first child. Scott invites his in-laws, Sylvia and Bud Newman, to the North Pole, along with 

Scott's ex-wife Laura, her husband Neil, their daughter Lucy, and Scott's son Charlie. Meanwhile, he is summoned to a 

meeting of the Council of Legendary Figures, consisting of Mother Nature, Father Time, the Easter Bunny, Cupid, the 

Tooth Fairy, and the Sandman, concerning the behaviour of Jack Frost, who is jealous that he has no holiday or special 

occasion in his honour. Because he has been promoting himself during the Christmas season, Mother Nature suggests 

sanctions against him. As Scott is attempting to get the in-laws to come without revealing that he is Santa, Jack Frost 

negotiates a light sentence of community service at the North Pole, helping Scott and the elves put up various 

Canadian-themed paraphernalia, as Carol's parents believe Scott is a toymaker in Canada; Scott consents. 

 

However, Frost's ultimate goal is to trick Santa into renouncing his position. When now Head elf Curtis inadvertently 

reveals the "Escape Clause", Frost sneaks into The Hall of Snow Globes and steals Scott's one containing Scott as 

Santa. If Scott holds the globe and wishes to have "never been Santa at all," he will go back in time and undo his 

career as Santa. When Lucy discovers this, Frost freezes her parents and locks her in a closet. He then orchestrates 

situations that make Scott think he must resign to make things better. 

 

Frost tricks Scott into invoking the Escape Clause and both are sent to Scott's front yard in 1994, when Scott caused 

the original Santa to fall off his roof and had to replace him. Frost causes the original Santa to fall off the roof and 

grabs Santa's coat before Scott can. Scott is sent to an alternate 2006, where he has been CEO of his old company for 

the last twelve years and business takes priority over family. Scott also learns that Laura and Neil divorced and Carol 

moved away years ago. 

 

Scott goes to find Lucy and Neil, who are vacationing at the North Pole, which Frost has turned into a theme park. 

Christmas is now "Frostmas", the elves are miserable, the reindeer are confined to a petting zoo, and parents can pay 

for their kids to be placed on the nice list. Scott finds Lucy and questions Neil about Laura; he states that Scott’s 

workaholic absence in Charlie’s life put all the pressure on Neil, and Charlie didn't want him to be his father, causing 

the divorce between him and Laura. 

 

Scott confronts Frost and causes a distraction and convinces Lucy to steal Frost's snow globe for him. Lucy throws the 

snow globe to Scott, but Frost catches it. Scott plays a recording of Frost saying "I wish I'd never been Santa at all" 

from a novelty North Pole pen Frost gave him earlier, invoking the Escape Clause, sending both Scott and Frost back 

to 1994. Scott restrains Jack long enough to let his 1994 counterpart get the coat, making him Santa Claus again, 

sending both back to the present in the original timeline. 

 

Scott reconciles with his family and Jack is arrested by elf police. He reveals he cannot unfreeze his victims unless he 

unfreezes himself, something he says he'll never do. Scott convinces Lucy via a snow globe he had given her earlier of 

her warmly hugging a snowman, to give Frost a "magic hug" to unfreeze and reform him. It works, Laura and Neil 

unfreeze and Frost becomes a new person. The "Canada" ruse is dropped and Scott appears as Santa to Carol's parents. 

With two hours remaining before Santa must leave for his Christmas deliveries, Carol goes into labour. 

 

Months later, while Carol is telling the tale to her students, Scott walks in to reveal their son, Buddy Claus. 
 

Cast                                            
Tim Allen as Santa Claus / Scott Calvin 

Martin Short as Jack Frost 

Elizabeth Mitchell as Mrs. Claus / Carol Calvin 

Judge Reinhold as Neil Miller 

Wendy Crewson as Laura Miller 

Liliana Mumy as Lucy Miller 

Alan Arkin as Bud Newman 

Ann-Margret as Sylvia Newman 

Spencer Breslin as Curtis the Elf 

Eric Lloyd as Charlie Calvin 



Aisha Tyler as Mother Nature 

Peter Boyle as Father Time 

Michael Dorn as the Sandman 

Jay Thomas as the Easter Bunny 

Kevin Pollak as Cupid 

Art LaFleur as the Tooth Fairy 

Abigail Breslin as Trish 

Bob Bergen as the voice of Comet Wiki 

 

 

 

Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:Atp  Australia:G  Brazil:Livre  Canada:G (all jurisdictions)  France:Tous publics  Germany:0  Ireland:G  Italy:T (DVD rating)  

Japan:G  Malaysia:U  Mexico:TODO (self-applied)  Netherlands:AL  New Zealand:G  Norway:A (DVD rating)  Philippines:G (MTRCB)  

Poland:0 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/6  Russia:0+  Singapore:PG  South Africa:A  South Korea:All  Spain:0+  United Kingdom:U  United 

States:TV-G  United States:G (certificate #42998) 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore - Mild , Profanity- None,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- None,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -Mild 
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